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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
12/04/13  

THE PATH OF LEAST RESISTANCE IS DOWN AS GOOD DATA IS "BAD" 
FOR METALS  
 
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -8.90, SILVER -2.00, PLATINUM -5.10  
 
London Gold AM Fix $1,213.00, -$6.00 from prior AM Fix. LME Copper Stocks 
418,125 tons -3,325 tons. 
Gold Stocks 7.248 million ounces +314, Silver Stocks 169.343 million ounces -
642,141  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mixed to fractionally higher heading into the 
US trading hours, with focus turning to an active flow of US economic data ahead. There was a turn of fortune in 
the Japanese Nikkei overnight in the wake of reversal action in the Yen, which pressured that index down over 
2%. Some traders indicated that a portion of that weakness might have come on profit-taking after recent gains 
and in front of key US jobs data later this week. However, shares in China were up better than 1%, with the 
Shanghai Composite climbing to its best level since September 12th. European shares were higher, helped in 
part by German private sector data that expanded at the quickest rate in more than two years. While that helped 
to temper selling pressure from the previous session, Euro zone Retail Sales were softer than expected and Italy 
and France fell back into contraction territory. There is an active US economic calendar this morning that could 
shed light on when the Fed might move to taper. The November ADP Employment Report on private sector hiring 
is expected to show considerable improvement from the October reading of 130,000. The market will also focus 
on the October International Trade balance. The second round of US economic data will present a look at the 
November ISM Non-Manufacturing Index that is expected to come in fractionally lower on the month, then a 
double dose of New Home Sales data for both September and October.  
 
GOLD 
GOLD MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: After another damaging trade on Tuesday for the gold market, a fresh low 
for the move overnight probably feeds bearish psychology into the Wednesday US trade action. A lower gold 
trade in Hong Kong was partially countervailed overnight by reports of rising gold premiums in Indian where a lack 
of physical supply is providing some support to prices. While February gold did manage to reject an initial decline 
to new lows for the move yesterday, gold wasn't able to definitively throw off the downward track as the trade 
continues to embrace even minor fears of an early tapering. With somewhat supportive currency market action 
yesterday, noted weakness in equities and significant gains at times in crude oil prices, the bull camp in gold 
might have expected a bigger rebound in prices yesterday, especially when one considers that gold was 
significantly short term oversold from the aggressive slide on Monday. In the near term, seeing favorable US 
economic news exert pressure on gold prices has to be disconcerting to the bull camp and given the poor action 
this week, the gold trade probably has a sense of foreboding toward an unusually active US data slate later today. 
In addition to an ADP Employment report that is expected to rise more than the prior month's reading, the gold 



trade will also see new residential home sales, Trade figures and online Help wanted readings and therefore the 
trade could rekindle even more tapering fears on just one or two favorable results this morning. In additional 
negative, the gold market also saw evidence overnight of yet another daily exodus from gold derivative funds 
yesterday afternoon. Comex Gold Stocks were 7.248 million ounces up 314. Stocks have increased 12 of the last 
20 days. Comex Gold stocks are at their highest levels in the past 10. We think February gold is on track for a 
retest of the $1,200 level and perhaps even a temporary retest of the June low of $1,187.90. Around the summer 
lows, the net spec long in gold fell down to the lowest levels since late 2001 and that looks to be in the cards 
again today. Aggressive traders might consider getting short February gold on a bounce to $1,214 looking for a 
slide toward $1,187 next week. More conservative traders might consider purchasing February gold $1,180 puts 
for $20.00 looking for an objective of $36.00.  
 
SILVER  
SILVER MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: As in gold, the silver market extended the pattern of lower lows overnight 
and the March silver contract was unable to forge much of a recovery bounce yesterday, from what could easily 
be called an extensively oversold short term technical condition on the charts. In fact, the inability to spring back 
up on the charts yesterday in the face of supportive currency market action and positive gains in platinum prices 
would seem to suggest that bullish sentiment in silver is simply lacking. The bull camp also has to be disappointed 
that the metals complex on Tuesday feared US tapering threats, at the same time that the US Treasury market 
was moving to downgrade the prospects of an earlier than expected US tapering decision. In other words, the 
bear camp in silver is getting the benefit of the doubt on tapering and therefore the trade will be on the look out for 
anything positive from a very active flow of US data later this morning. With silver even showing a lack of bullish 
interest in the face of news of a sharp jump up in Indian silver imports in October, that suggests that silver is 
following gold price action more than silver is following its own potentially supportive internal fundamental factors. 
Comex Silver Stocks were 169.343 million ounces down 642,141 ounces. Silver stocks have declined 15 of the 
last 20 days. While yesterday's action may suggest a slightly oversold technical condition for the silver market, 
another new low for the move and negative leadership action from gold, would seem to leave the bear camp with 
the edge. However, silver is probably seeing its net spec long positioning fall toward a "level" reading. In June, 
Silver saw its net spec long positioning reach a modern trading era low of only 4,752 contracts, but we doubt that 
silver has seen its positioning reach that level yet and therefore more downside action is likely to be seen ahead. 
As in gold, positive US data is seen as a negative to silver and that in turn could leave March silver on a track to 
retest the late June lows.  
 
 
METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 
COMEX GOLD (DEC) 12/04/2013: The daily stochastics gave a bearish indicator with a crossover down. 
Momentum studies are still bearish but are now at oversold levels and will tend to support reversal action if it 
occurs. The market's close below the 9-day moving average is an indication the short-term trend remains 
negative. The daily closing price reversal up on the daily chart is somewhat positive. The market tilt is slightly 
negative with the close under the pivot. The next downside objective is now at 1212.0. The market is approaching 
oversold levels on an RSI reading under 30. The next area of resistance is around 1228.5 and 1232.1, while 1st 
support hits today at 1218.5 and below there at 1212.0. 
 
COMEX SILVER (DEC) 12/04/2013: A bearish signal was triggered on a crossover down in the daily stochastics. 
Daily stochastics declining into oversold territory suggest the selling may be drying up soon. The market's close 
below the 9-day moving average is an indication the short-term trend remains negative. The market tilt is slightly 
negative with the close under the pivot. The next downside target is now at 1879.0. The 9-day RSI under 30 
indicates the market is approaching oversold levels. The next area of resistance is around 1914.8 and 1933.9, 
while 1st support hits today at 1887.4 and below there at 1879.0. 
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